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Deloitte Belgium has experienced a significant growth over the years and is constantly 
looking for smart hires, which are unique and scarce. Deloitte decided to look for a 
new recruitment solution to increase transparency, improve efficiency and provide a 
seamless candidate experience.  

Deloitte chose the Oracle Taleo Cloud Solution in combination with Textkernel’s Apply-
with widget and semantic search and matching technology to strategically build up 
talent pools that lead to efficient sourcing efforts.

Challenge Creating the perfect recruitment solution 
 
In order to effectively fill all of its jobs, Deloitte needed a new recruitment solution.  
The new solution would need to increase transparency, improve efficiency and create 
a seamless user experience, both for recruiters as for candidates. This entails good 
CRM, ATS, reporting, parsing, search, sourcing and matching functionalities.

textkernel
Semantic Recruitment Technology

How Deloitte is unleashing the power 
of its Oracle Taleo database

Solution Integrating Textkernel’s semantic technology with 
Oracle Taleo  
 
After doing extensive market research, Deloitte decided to choose Oracle Taleo and  
add a solution for high-quality parsing, search and matching on top of that. Deloitte 
undertook a vendor selection exercise for parsing, search and matching and compared 
three leading suppliers based on their functional and technical requirements as well 
as their company profile. With its support centre in Europe, the largest customer base, 
an existing partnership with leading Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS), as well as a 
roadmap focus on UI & mobile development, Textkernel was selected by Deloitte as 
the best performing vendor.

http://www2.deloitte.com/be
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Result A bigger and better searchable candidate pool 
 
Textkernel’s CV parsing technology and semantic search and matching software 
have been integrated with Oracle Taleo. This resulted in a significant improvement in 
efficiency reducing the time wasted. The CV parsing software makes sure less time 
is spent on reviewing data and creates better and complete records of applicants. 
The advanced search software, which shows all candidates and applicants from 
Oracle Taleo in Textkernel’s user-friendly interface, returns better results thanks to 
its semantic capabilities. Textkernel’s matching technology even allows recruiters to 
start a candidate search with just one click, based on a specific requisition already 
existing in Taleo. With having to spend less time on searching for candidates, there’s 
more time left for the essence of recruiting.

“The integration of Textkernel’s technology leads to better 
historical records, less time wasted on reviewing data in 
your ATS and speeds up finding potential candidates. This 
allows for more time to talk to them.” 

Steven Plehier, Director HR Transformation at Deloitte 
Consulting.

Focus on the candidate: a streamlined experience 
Deloitte implemented Textkernel’s Apply-with widget in its career site. The 
candidate can easily upload their CV and finish the application with one click. In the 
background the CV parsing software Extract! retrieves the data from the applicant’s 
CV and sends the complete and structured profile automatically to Oracle Taleo.

The one-click application process reduces both complexity and time spent by the 
candidate and results in more complete candidate profiles. This gives candidates a 
better chance of being found in the database. With Textkernel’s advanced matching 
technology, they can also be linked to the most suitable jobs making their candidate 
experience even better. 

www.textkernel.com Get in touch:    demo@textkernel.com      +31 20 494 2498

Deloitte uses Textkernel’s  
Apply-with widget on its website to 
make it easier for candidates to apply, 
thereby contributing towards a positive 
candidate experience.
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